Yearbook Photos
A short guide to a good shot!
Scott Wilson. 2011 Yearbook Editor

The yearbook is always looking for good photos of those special moments in the season. Photos should be good quality and reproducible at 600 dpi resolution. Remember, what looks good on a computer screen does not always print well, particularly if the resolution, contrast or lighting in the photo is poor.

Emailed photos: Unfortunately each year I get photos emailed to me in low resolution. This is because most common email programs automatically compress the original photos and the resulting quality cannot be printed. If you know how – adjust your email settings to allow the full quality photo to be sent, or burn images onto CD.

The front cover – These must be good quality and will be printed in colour. I look for a photo that captures something special about the season and displays the Saints spirit - enjoyment of football.

Other colour photos – There is room on the back page for some colour photos. Action shots are always welcome.

Outstanding moments for outstanding teams. Teams that make the finals, or have particularly exciting gala days or special matches should ensure the event is recorded for Club history – send us photos of the celebrations!

What makes a good photo?
	Look for photos where the action fills the shot. 


	Have the action contained in the photo – a child kicking a ball that cannot be seen often just looks silly. 


Get the ball, and the player all in the action.
Avoid …

	Photos that demean players, even players on the opposing team. Sometimes the angle or aspect that gets ‘frozen’ in time ends up embarrassing for the child. 


	Toss out the photos where everything is at a distance. A football field is a large place and photos are reproduced at a small size, so if everyone is far away, it is a bit uninteresting all round. 


Below are some examples of the good and not so good;
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A good dynamic action shot
 














This photo tells a story of the Saints spirit – Rain or shine – we all turn out
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… and these kids look like they’re having fun.
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But what are these kids doing? Running in an athletics carnival?

Below, we have the ball, but all we see is player’s backs.























Perhaps this has got it – ball, action, players faces – but oops - good photo for the other team. This is meant to be the Leichhardt Saints Yearbook!

